mechanics to obtain more precise bounds on learning curves, including a variety of interesting functional forms, in the case where the distribution of samples is known. Rigorous sample complexity results that are able to explain many of the phenomena that practitioners observe are an exciting new development.
Pillaipakamnatt and Raghavan prove new lower bounds on the computation time required to learn certain classes of disjunctive normal form boolean formulas (DNF). They show that a learner who gets random examples from an unknown formula within these classes and runs in polynomial time will be unable to produce the target formula (or a close approximation) from the class. As with other similar work, the results hold based on certain assumptions from complexity theory such as P =NP. The authors develop several elegant new techniques that allow them to strengthen previous results from the literature. This is a significant step in the long standing attempts to characterize the learnability of such basic classes of boolean formulas.
I thank the authors and reviewers for their excellent work that made this issue possible. I also thank program chair Manfred Warmuth and the rest of the program committee for their valuable help in selecting papers from a strong field.
